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Mentoring at Sun Microsystems, 2006

• Salary increase:  25% of mentees vs. 5% not in control group

• Promotion:  Mentees x5 more likely; Mentors x6 more likely

• Retention:  72% higher for mentees, 69% higher for mentors

Mentoring control group = 1000 employees

Wharton Business School, Univ. Penn., 2006

This published study about mentoring at Sun Microsystems 
confirms what I’m sure you knew already - mentees do very 
significantly better than those who are not mentored.  What is 
less well known is that mentors also do better in their own 
careers.    Another hidden benefit not widely known is related 
to conventional training.  Typically, we recall no more than 
about 10% of a presentation (including this one), but if we are 
mentored on the subject afterwards, knowledge transfer rises 
to about 80-90%.
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The Luangwa Rift Valley, Zambia
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What’s the essential difference between
juvenile education and adult education?

Pedagogy vs. Andragogy

Teaching children -
dependent on being 

directed to learn

Facilitating adults –
independent & self-

directed learning

What would you like to learn in this webinar?

Here we are in the wild and beautiful landscape on the NW 
escarpment of the Great Rift Valley in Zambia.  That is a metaphor for 
the wide gap that exists between juvenile education and adult 
education.  What is the essential difference? 

Pedagogy is teaching children, who are dependent on being directed 
about what to learn. By contrast, andragogy is facilitation of self-
directed learning by mature adults.  In short, your job as a mentor is to 
help them learn, not to teach them.

As a question for your own learning – I’d invite you to ask yourself:

What would you like to learn in this webinar? – maybe make a note.
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Mentoring in the workplace tends to describe a relationship in 

which a more experienced colleague shares their greater knowledge 

to support the development of an inexperienced member of staff. 

It calls on the skills of questioning, listening, clarifying and reframing 

that are also associated with coaching.

One key distinction is that mentoring relationships tend to be longer 

term than coaching arrangements.

Definition of Mentoring

The World’s best known professional institution 

for human resources

Chartered Institute of Personnel & Development,   https://www.cipd.co.uk

What could be called the official definition of mentoring.  I’m sorry for 
the large block of text.  Let us just pick out two important words.

Firstly, Mentoring is a professional relationship.  It is not like a 
medical treatment or a training intervention.  One doesn’t do a 
relationship to another person.  It simply won’t work to coerce anyone 
into mentoring.  It is a joint enterprise, something we volunteer and 
agree to do together. Significantly, it is the quality of that relationship 
that determines the success or failure of your mentee’s outcomes.

Secondly, Mentoring calls on the skills of coaching.  This refers to 
modern executive coaching, not traditional coaching as in sports or 
children’s homework coaching.  It is a professional service that uses 
the techniques of client-centred counselling, about which I’ll say more 
later.
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Consultative manager

Non-directive

Facilitating

Directive

Commanding

Focus on individual

Focus on job

Lecturer
Trainer/Instructor

Sports Coach
Junior School Teacher

Mentoring compared with other Learning & Development 
(L&D) activities

Authoritarian manager
Military commander

Mentor          

© J.W.Arthurs Mentoring compared_16Feb23

Executive Coach

It helps to explain by contrasting mentoring with other learning & 
development activities.  We can place each activity on a 2x2 grid.  The 
vertical axis represents a spectrum between focus on the individual (at 
bottom) and on the job, organisation, project or profession at the other 
extreme.  The horizontal axis represents a spectrum of interactive styles 
between non-directive and directive, that is from facilitating to 
commanding styles.

Looking at some examples.  On a battlefield the job is to win.  There’s no 
time for discussion or consideration of individual needs.  Military 
commanders simply give orders.   Similarly, authoritarian managers, like the 
geological survey directors I remember, simply tell their staff what to do 
and how to do it.  However, in an organisation employing highly specialised 
people that’s not appropriate.  Managers with a more consultative style will 
seek opinions and encourage debate, but they still have the personal 
responsibility of making decisions about the job.  Instructors and trainers
tell their class how a task should be done.  Their aim is both the individual’s 
development and getting the job done according to instructions.   Teachers 
in junior schools and traditional sports coaches work for the benefit of 
individuals by directing them in what to do and how to do it. 

Modern executive coaches aim to help their clients to work a problem for 
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themselves by facilitating their clients’ thinking processes.  They are trained 
not to give advice and do not tell people what to do. So, a modern mentor is 
like an executive coach.  His/her work is mostly for the benefit of the 
individual and that is best achieved in a facilitative and non-directive style.  
Many untrained mentors will be more on the right-hand side.  Many see 
themselves as instructors simply telling their mentees what to do or, worse 
still dumping large quantities on indigestible information.  Their intentions 
may be good, but for adults, that is a much less effective way of 
development.
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Areas for mentoring compared to the structure of the Earth

• Geoscience knowledge & skills

• Sector knowledge & specialist skills 

• Career & work issues

• Personality & values

Other aspects:

• Sponsorship mentoring

• Role modelling in mentoring

Adapted from: Internal structure of the Earth_Kelvinsong_18Jan2013_Wikipedia_CC-BY-SA-3.0.png with editing and additins by J.W. Arthurs 16 Feb 2023

Crust

The full range of mentoring topics can be compared to the structure of the earth.   Most 
mentoring is technical about day-to-day geological practice . Most effective way of 
embedding technical knowledge is not simply telling your mentees what to do but 
encouraging them to work it out for themselves.  Asking my mentees to read papers, 
think about specific problems and then return to discuss ideas about how to apply that 
to the work in hand.  More like an academic tutorial.  Similarly in the upper mantle, 
interaction is about your industry sector and specialist skills, especially communication –
knowing who to talk to and how.
Career management and problems at work.  Motivation at work - convection in the 
mantle – it drives the whole process.  Mentor needs to be particularly careful to be non-
directive. 
Core of all mentoring work is the individual personality.  Who we are as people condition 
our individual geological practice.  Highly skilled area of mentoring, more like 
counselling.  Incidentally, remember that mentors are not trained as therapists and 
should never try to be.  One of the skills of a good mentor is “referring on” – coaching 
jargon for helping your mentees to find someone suitable in a specialist area.
Two of other aspects of mentoring :
 Firstly, mentors can be sponsors.  That is, they make introductions and give references 

for their protege (French – one who is protected).  However, sponsorship can be a 
tricky area for professional ethics.  It can create jealousy.  Mentoring must be purely for 
the benefit of your mentee.   It must be without hidden benefits for the mentor or the 
organisation.  

 Secondly, long term mentors are often role models.  This is mostly an unconscious
process.  Therein lies the danger because mentors also have human frailties.  We must 
be very careful about our ethical boundaries and communication style.
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… listens

… encourages to learn more

… asks good questions

… builds trust

Comment on example of mentoring process – didn’t give advice, but … 

… is self-directed

… is diligent, open & honest

… raises own awareness

… takes responsibility for own development

Mentee … Mentor …

Refers to example given in webinar.

Let’s generalise what happened in this interaction. XXX is a self-directed 
geologist faced with making a career decision - just gets stuck when trying 
to think it through alone. I refused the request to advise & I didn’t offer any 
advice.
The help I offered was listening & asking a few questions that allowed XXX 
to raise own awareness and think of new solutions. 
XXX is naturally open and honest. Felt able to trust me which facilitated 
thought process. 
I encouraged XXX to find out more and XXX took responsibility for their own 
decisions.
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What skills does a good mentor need?

Active 
Listening

Skilful 
questioning

Building
Trust

Constructive 
Advice &
Feedback

From: J.W. Arthurs, Mentoring Scientists & Engineers, CRC Press, 2022

Self-
Management

Mentoring skills?  By definition, necessary professional skills & experience.  Apart from 
that, all the professional institutions recognise a large number of coaching & mentoring 
competencies. International Coach Federation recognises 25 distinct competencies. 
Five skills essential for basic good practice:

1.First and most important is active listening. A world of difference between listening & 
hearing.  In order to think clearly, mentee needs to feel that you have paid close 
attention and understood what he has to say.

2.Skilful questioning is most important aspect of active listening.  Generating creative 
insight is the core of good mentoring.  A powerful question draws out an insight.

3.Trust is an essential pre-condition for learning.  Show empathy. Sympathy is emotion, 
whereas empathy is a cognitive skill.  Trusted family doctors and solicitors.

4.Mentors manage themselves appropriately.  Obviously, mentoring requires strong 
ethical constraints, but it’s more.  Another term - emotional intelligence. Kindness is a 
distinguishing mark.  Not mushy and woolly, but common-sense adult kindness. 

5. Knowing how to give constructive advice and feedback. As we have seen, non-
directive facilitation will almost always be more effective, but occasionally you will 
need to give direct feedback on your mentee’s performance.  That is a very delicate art.  
Again, it requires trust. 

In fact it will be obvious that all these skills are used interactively.
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Client-centred 
Mentoring 
Principles

Mentoring  
Principles

Active 
Listening

Skilful 
questioning

Building
Trust

Self-
Management

Constructive 
Advice &
Feedback

From: J.W. Arthurs, Mentoring Scientists & Engineers, CRC Press, in press

Modern professional and executive coaching is based on the insights of 
counselling practice.  ‘Client-centred’ is a technical term brought into use in 
the 1950s and 60s when the great American psychologist Carl Rogers 
realised that a mentor needs to see the world through the mentee’s eyes 
and not impose his/her own point of view.  
Other basic principles are:
1. Mentoring is about developing the mentee’s awareness of the subject.
2. Self-direction and personal responsibility is a basic condition for both 

sides.
3. Mentors believe that all of us are intrinsically self-motivated.  If your 

mentee is de-motivated, then first you need to look at what’s causing 
the inhibition.

4. The ethical aspect of mentoring is paramount. Mentors have a duty of 
care.
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Client-centred 
Mentoring 
Principles

Structured 
Mentoring 
Process

Active 
Listening

Skilful 
questioning

Building
Trust

Self-
Management

Constructive 
Advice &
Feedback

From: J.W. Arthurs, Mentoring Scientists & Engineers, CRC Press, in press

Structured 
Process

The vast majority of traditional mentoring is unstructured.  It just happens.  
The pair meet together for an unspecified length of time on an 
indeterminate number of sessions over goodness knows how long.  When 
expressed like that the drawbacks of allocating unlimited time to mentoring 
are obvious. 

We need some structure and ground rules so both partners can feel 
comfortable and able to get on with the work. I’m going to say more about 
what IGI recommends in the next section about the IGI mentoring Scheme.
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Mentoring should not feel like wrestling ….

Dan Sevren vs Bomber Nelson Creed_Peter Gordon_2010_via flickr_CC-by-2

A few final ideas for you to ponder - Mentoring should not feel like 
wrestling.  Mentoring is definitely not about conflict.  Yes, to make progress 
your mentees may need to be intellectually stretched, but don’t try to exert 
pressure in any way. 
Equally, don’t feel pressured into doing anything you don’t want to.  While 
giving respect and courtesy, take care to protect your own professional 
boundaries so that each role is clearly defined.
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… dancing is a more apt metaphor Breve Storia del Cinema_Top Hat_2014_via flickr_CC-by-2

A more appropriate metaphor is dancing.  
Some executive coaches talk about mentoring as, “dancing in the moment” 
– that is staying in touch with your partner while working together in the 
rhythm and tone of the conversation. 
If you prefer other comparisons, then playing music in a band or playing a 
team sport would also work well as a metaphor. 
The key is interdependence while acting and reacting during the mentoring 
session. 
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The delicate balance of mentoring 

someone is not creating them in 

your own image but giving them the 

opportunity to create themselves

Steven Spielberg, Film Director

Gage Skidmore _Steven Spielberg _22July2017
_licence_CC-BY-SA2_Flickr_36057844341_e504481973_k_cropped

The best kind of mentor

Mentoring with client-centred principles within an appropriate framework, 
elegantly stated.
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Exercise  - Who were your mentors? 10 mins

Reflect on your mentors in the broadest sense – include 

relatives, teachers, older colleagues, managers, etc who have 

had a significant influence on your career.

Breakout rooms with groups of 2-3 people 

Change roles after 3 minutes

One person talks about experiences with someone who helped 

them

• What was the effect on you?

• How did your mentor achieve that?

Others listen and ask occasional questions for clarification

Think about the people who have influenced you.
How did they do that?
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This flow chart is at the back of the new Mentoring Guidelines on 
the IGI website.  It’s an attempt to get the most important points 
onto one page.  Obviously, you can’t read the detail on this slide. I 
put it here to remind me to ask you to download as an aide-
memoire.
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Types of mentoring framework:

1. Informal, ad hoc mentoring - traditional

2. Formal schemes – organised, matching included

3. Contact only schemes – IGI Scheme

Background to mentoring schemes.  You as experienced geoscience leaders 
don’t need me to tell you that you have a responsibility to ensure best 
practice in your organisation.  One of the best ways of achieving that is 
through mentoring.
Three types of mentoring arrangement are common:
1.  Ad hoc or informal mentoring – by far the most common over centuries 
past
2.  Formal organisational schemes – central organiser and matching 
arrangements.
3.  Contact only schemes – like a dating app.
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Mentoring is simple …
… but not easy

© J.W.Arthurs_Pushing_uphill_24/10/2012_DSCF1139

Mentoring has been practiced for millennia.  Everyone knows it’s a good 
thing.  You’d have to ask why is there not more of it? 

The simple answer is that mentoring is not as easy as it looks.  In fact, 40% 
of mentoring schemes and relationships fail.  Why?  - lack of training in 
good practice and poor organisational support are the main reasons.  
Because mentoring is so common, everyone has a view and thinks they 
know how to do it, based on what their experience has been. 

In the IGI survey only 3 people said they had been trained.  One of those 
might be confusing teacher training with mentor training – they are both 
valuable but quite distinct in process and philosophy.
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IGI Board role in the revised mentoring scheme
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Events in a mentoring engagement

Connect
Scoping 
meeting 

Review 
& close 

or 
recycle

Limited series of meetings

1 2 3 4

Structure important in order to frame expectations and limit the and effort involved.  
The IGI scheme follows the conventional structure required by the coaching & 
mentoring institutions. 

A mentoring engagement consists of four steps. 

1.  Make the connection.  We believe in self-responsibility, it must be up to the mentee 
to make the 1st connection.  IGI facilitates by maintaining a register of volunteer 
mentors.  A potential mentee expresses interest. IGI Admin Manager will offer a short 
list of names and contacts based on what the mentee’s interest is.  Mentee then 
contacts s one or more.

2.  Propose a short scoping meeting.  People should mutually choose to work together 
or not.  Find out what mentee wants to work on, if his/her expectations are realistic & 
whether or not you can help them. Any conflict of interest?  If comfortable this is 
feasible, propose a limited series of mentoring meetings for a specific goal.

3. Conduct the series of meetings.  3-4 meetings of 60-90 minutes each over a period of 
2-3months would be normal.

4. Finally, review progress together and only then decide what, if anything, to do next.  
Maybe you will mutually decide to recycle in order to complete the subject or move on 
to something else, or simply graciously part company, perhaps to work with someone 
else.
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Structure of a single mentoring meeting

Re-connect

Establish 
rapport

Establish 
contract for 
the session

Discussion -
raise 

awareness

Review & 
setup next 
session or 

recycle

N
ext S

ession
Mentor’s Role:
• Provide structure
• Facilitate Mentee’s thinking
• Negotiate contract for the session
• Propose homework assignments

Mentee’s Role:
• Bring topic
• Negotiate contract for the session
• Negotiate homework assignments
• Assume responsibility for outcome

90 mins (keep time) 2-4 wks

The ideal structure of a single mentoring session.  Your role as mentor 
is to provide the framework and to facilitate the mentee’s thinking.  
Mentee’s role is to bring the topic and take responsibility for his/her 
outcome.  

The main part of the session is about raising awareness.  Again, 
mentoring is not simply instruction.  We do this by asking a few 
questions but mostly by listening.  If you find yourself doing most of 
the talking, stop and listen.  If it is technical mentoring, then we will be 
discussing a particular topic that the mentee will have studied 
beforehand.

About 5 minutes before the end, signal that time is nearly up and ask 
what the learning has been.  Set up the next session and negotiate 
some private study to be completed before then.
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Contracting
Not a legal document - a psychological contract

An open & equal understanding about mutual purpose

Some things to include are:

• Mentee’s role – to provide the topic

- to take responsibility for own progress

• Mentor’s role – to facilitate mentee’s thinking

• Overall goals/outcomes for the engagement

• Time & No. of sessions

• Confidentiality, ethics

• Homework & study

• For each session, establish contract for the meeting, e.g.:

- What would you like to leave this session with?

- What would make this a good investment of your time?

• At end check if outcome is achieved

Contracting is a jargon term in counselling – an essential way of framing 
expectations.  It’s not a legal contract and it doesn’t need to be written. It 
means making explicit a mutually negotiated agreement about 
expectations for the work – what are the roles, the overall goals, time and 
schedule, private study, confidentiality – essential for trust. 
Some areas for discussion listed above
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Publisher’s Webpage:

https://www.routledge.com
Enter in Search box:
Mentoring Scientists and Engineers

At checkout enter code FLY21 for

20% discount = £23.23 paperback

Hardback & eBook also available

Recommended Book

ISBN 9780367724009; Published July 30, 2021 by CRC Press

Alternatively, contact me:

jwarthurs@ntlworld.com

You will find all we have covered and much more besides in this book.
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